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Abstract. Apathy and depression are the most frequent neuropsychiatric symptoms in Alzheimer’s disease (AD). In a cross-
sectional observational study of 734 subjects with probable mild AD, we evaluated the prevalence of apathy and depression.
After the use of specific diagnostic criteria, we tested the interaction between the two syndromes and their relation with specific
comorbidities, and different functional outcomes. Depression was diagnosed using the diagnostic criteria for depression in AD,
and apathy with the diagnostic criteria for apathy in neuropsychiatric disorders. According to the specific diagnostic criteria,
depression had a 47.9% prevalence, while apathy prevalence was 41.6%. Apathy and depression were associated in 32.4%
of patients (n = 225). 9.4% (n = 65) had only apathy, 15.4% (n = 107) had only depression, and 42.9% had no apathy and no
depression (n = 298). The three most frequent depressive symptoms were fatigue or loss of energy (59.4%), decreased positive
affect or pleasure in response to social contacts and activities (46.2%), and psychomotor agitation or retardation (36.9%).
Concerning apathy, loss of goal-directed cognition was the most frequently altered (63.6%), followed by loss of goal-directed
action (60.6%) and loss of goal-directed emotion (43.8%). Patients with both apathy and depression more frequently required
a resource allowance for dependency. Neurological comorbidities were more frequent in the “apathy and depression” and
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“depression alone” groups (p < 0.001). Apathy and depression overlap considerably, and this might be explained by the presence
of some non-specific symptoms in both diagnostic criteria. The need for social support is higher when a patient fulfills the two
diagnostic criteria.

Keywords: Alzheimer’s disease, apathy, depressive symptoms, dementia

INTRODUCTION

Neuropsychiatric symptoms (NPS) are usually asso-
ciated with cognitive deficits during the course of
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and related disorders. Apa-
thy and depression are the two most frequent NPS in
AD [1, 2], and both have a negative impact on the evo-
lution of the disease [3, 4] and are predictive of early
institutionalization.

Marin was the first to present apathy as a disorder
of motivation, defined as “the direction, intensity and
persistence of goal-directed behaviour” [5]. Most of
the current descriptions acknowledge this point and
consider apathy in terms of a lack of goal-directed
behavior, cognition, or emotion [6–8], with lack of
interest as one of the core clinical features [9] or as
“an absence of responsiveness to stimuli as demon-
strated by lack of self initiated action” [10]. Prevalence
of apathy in the early stages of dementia is estimated
at between 36% and 65% in mild AD [1, 11, 12] and is
also frequently reported in the pre-demented stage and
in mild cognitive impairment (MCI) with frequency
between 15 and 41% in MCI [12–17].

Average frequency of depression in mild AD is
between 20–50% [12, 18, 19] and is lower in MCI sub-
jects [1, 20]. Apathy and depression syndromes share
common symptoms [3, 21] but it has been shown that
they have distinct neural pathways as demonstrated
by several neuroimaging studies [22]. Additionally,
apathy, but not depression, was found to predict pro-
gression from amnestic MCI to AD [9, 16, 23].

The discrepancies between the reported preva-
lence of apathy and depression in AD and MCI
may be related to several methodological issues, such
as tool validity, threshold of scores for diagnosis,
socio-environmental factors in selected populations,
or severity of cognitive deficits. Global and symptom-
specific scales have been developed to assess the
presence and severity of NPS in dementia. The diver-
sity of available assessment methods testifies the
interest in this field but also constitutes a limitation
in the comparability of publications and clinical trials.
As diagnosis of depression and apathy is most often
based on a quantitative assessment (i.e., scores on spe-
cific scales), diagnostic criteria for depression [18] and

apathy [24] are currently available. Data with applica-
tion of these qualitative methods is limited [25].

The main objective of this study is to evaluate the
prevalence of apathy and depression, and their interac-
tion, using specific diagnostic criteria among recently
diagnosed AD subjects. Secondary objectives are to
assess the relationships 1) between both apathy and
depression and the impact on patients’ dependency, and
2) between both apathy and depression and physical
comorbidities.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Population

A cross-sectional national epidemiological study
was conducted by a national representative sample of
clinicians. The investigators were private practice neu-
rologists, geriatricians, or psychiatrists working in a
memory clinic. They were randomly selected on the
basis of their main specialty.

Each clinician had to check for the presence of apa-
thy and depression according to the specific diagnostic
criteria in consecutive patients with the following
inclusion criteria: people older than 65, Mini Mental
Score Examination (MMSE) score higher than 19
[26], and diagnosis of probable AD according to the
NINCDS-ADRDA criteria [27]. The diagnosis had to
have been established within the previous 6 months.
The study protocol has been approved by the French
ethical committee for data management (CNIL). The
demographic data recording process was the same as
the data recording used in the French National Data
Bank for dementia [28] and includes age, gender,
education level, and the presence or absence of the
French official financial support for elderly people
with loss of autonomy (APA). More specifically, the
patient or his/her family, in relation with the general
practitioner, can apply for APA from the regional
health administration in order to partially cover costs
related to loss of autonomy (e.g., nurse, home help,
home delivered meals, day hospital charges, nursing
home charges). The decision on whether to grant this
allowance is made after a patient home visit and a
fully independent standardized interview with a social
worker from the regional administration.
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Table 1
Diagnostic criteria for depression [18] and apathy [24]

Depression Apathy

A. Three or more of the following criteria over the same 2-week
period, representing a change from previous functioning:

A. Loss of or diminished motivation in comparison to the
patient’s previous level of functioning and which is not
consistent with his age or culture. These changes in
motivation may be reported by the patient himself or by the
observations of others

At least one of criteria 1 or 2 must be present B. Presence of at least one symptom in at least two of the three
following domains for a period of at least four weeks and
present most of the time

1. Depressed mood (sad, hopeless, discouraged, tearful) Domain B1 ACTION: Loss of, or diminished, goal-directed
behavior as evidenced by at least one of the following:

2. Decreased positive affect or pleasure in response to social
contacts and activities

- Loss of self-initiated behavior (for example: starting conversation,
doing basic tasks of day-to-day living, seeking social activities,
communicating choices)

3. Social isolation or withdrawal - Loss of environment-stimulated behavior (for example:
responding to conversation, participating in social activities)

4. Disruption in appetite Domain B2 COGNITION: Loss of, or diminished, goal-directed
cognitive activity as evidenced by at least one of the following:

5. Disruption in sleep - Loss of spontaneous ideas and curiosity for routine and new
events (i.e., challenging tasks, recent news, social opportunities,
personal/family and social affairs)

6. Psychomotor agitation or retardation - Loss of environment-stimulated ideas and curiosity for routine
and new events (i.e., in the persons residence, neighborhood or
community)

7. Irritability Domain B3 EMOTION: Loss of, or diminished, emotion as
evidenced by at least one of the following:

8. Fatigue or loss of energy - Loss of spontaneous emotion, observed or self-reported (for
example, subjective feeling of weak or absent emotions, or
observation by others of a blunted affect)

9. Worthlessness, hopelessness or excessive guilt - Loss of emotional responsiveness to positive or negative stimuli
or events (for example, observer-reports of unchanging affect, or
of little emotional reaction to exciting events, personal loss,
serious illness, emotional-laden news)

10. Recurrent thoughts of death or suicidal ideation C. These symptoms (A-B) cause clinically significant
impairment in personal, social, occupational, or other
important areas of functioning

B. All criteria are met for dementia of the Alzheimer’s type D. The symptoms (A-B) are not exclusively explained or due to
physical disabilities (e.g., blindness and loss of hearing), to
motor disabilities, to diminished level of consciousness or to
the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g., drug of
abuse, a medication)

C. Symptoms cause distress or disruption in functioning
D. Symptoms do not occur exclusively during delirium
E. Symptoms are not due to substances (medications or drugs

of abuse)

Diagnosis and assessment

Depression was diagnosed using the diagnostic cri-
teria for depression in AD [18], and apathy with the
diagnostic criteria for apathy in AD and neuropsychi-
atric disorders [24] (Table 1).

Among the diagnostic criteria of apathy, criterion
B describes the three core clinical domains of apathy,
namely reduced goal-directed behavior, goal-directed
cognitive activity, and emotions. Criterion B is based
on the premise that change in motivation can be
assessed by examining a patient’s responsiveness to
internal or external stimuli. To be fulfilled, clinical

criterion B requires the presence of a minimum of one
symptom in at least two of the three domains for a
period of at least four weeks and most of the time.

The cognitive, behavioral, and functional assess-
ment included the MMSE and the scale of Instrumental
Activities of Daily Living (IADL) [29] detection score.
Dependency and loss of autonomy was estimated by
the percentage of subjects receiving APA. Physical
comorbidity assessment used the Cumulative Illness
Rating Scale (CIRS) 5-point Likert scale, measur-
ing degree of severity (ranging from “1 = none”
to “5 = extremely”) [30]. The CIRS has been used
excluding from the list of comorbidities the psychiatric
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Table 2
Prevalence of depression and apathy symptoms in the overall population

Total (n = 734)

Depression diagnostic criteria [18]
Depressed mood 177 (24.4%)
Decreased positive affect or pleasure in response to social contacts and activities 335 (46.2%)
Disruption in appetite 170 (23.4%)
Disruption in sleep 226 (31.1%)
Psychomotor agitation or retardation 266 (36.9%)
Fatigue or loss of energy 431 (59.4%)
Worthlessness, hopelessness or excessive guilt 155 (21.5%)
Lack of concentration 496 (68.7%)
Recurrent thoughts of death or suicidal ideation 59 (8.2%)
Social isolation or withdrawal 286 (39.7%)
Irritability 270 (37.4%)
()Data are missing for 16 patients

Apathy diagnostic criteria [24]
Loss of, or diminished, goal-directed behavior 430 (60.6%)
Loss of, or diminished, goal-directed cognitive activity 460 (63.6%)
Loss of, or diminished, emotion 316 (43.8%)
Data are missing for 24 patients

and behavioral comorbidities, which can overlap with
apathy. All these assessments were based on the care-
giver’s interview and the examination by physician.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using SAS soft-
ware (v 9.1, SAS Institute, North Carolina). Two-group
comparisons for quantitative variables were made
using a Student test after verifying the equality of vari-
ances (in case of unequal variances, the Satterthwaite
approximation method was used). For other group
comparisons (>2), quantitative variables were com-
pared using analysis of variance in case of equality of
variance (Levène test) and normality of distributions
(visual analysis of histograms or the Shapiro-Wilk
test). Otherwise, a non-parametric analysis was per-
formed (Kruskal-Wallis test). A 0.05 threshold of
significance was implemented. Post hoc analysis used
a Bonferroni procedure with a correction for multiple
comparisons. For ordinal variables, group comparisons
were made using a chi-square test. A 0.05 threshold of
significance was chosen for all analyses.

RESULTS

A total of 1,034 patients with mild AD were screened
by 115 physicians (75 private practice neurologists
and 40 physicians working in a memory clinic).
307 subjects (age = 77.5 ± 7.6 years; M/F = 43/57%;
MMSE = 23.2 ± 3.6) were not included in the anal-
ysis. The main reasons for non-inclusion were
the patient’s or accompanying person’s refusal to

participate in the study (27%) and lack of time
for the physician to perform the screening (34.2%).
Among the screened patients, 734 AD patients
were included (age = 80 ± 6.6 years; M/F = 38/62%;
MMSE = 23.1 ± 2.2; range 20–29). Included patients
were slightly older than the screened patients
(p < 0.001). No difference for these populations
was observed for gender (p = 0.15) or for MMSE
(p = 0.67). These characteristics are similar to pre-
viously described cohorts of AD patients with mild
severity [1, 2]. Mean time between AD diagnosis and
inclusion was 2.6 ± 5.9 months. 15.4% of the patients
received the APA.

According to the specific diagnostic criteria, depres-
sion had a 47.9% prevalence, with apathy prevalence
at 41.6%. Frequency of Apathy criterion B alone was
54.8%.

Table 2 details the most frequent symptoms
observed among the diagnostic criteria of apathy and
depression. The three most frequent depressive symp-
toms are fatigue or loss of energy (59.4%), decreased
positive affect or pleasure in response to social con-
tacts and activities (46.2%), and psychomotor agitation
or retardation (36.9%). Depressed mood was less
frequent (24.4%). Concerning apathy, Domain B2
(cognition) is the most frequently altered (63.6%),
followed by Domains B1 (action; 60.6%) and B3 (emo-
tion; 43.8%).

Apathy and/or depression according to the diagnos-
tic criteria are present in more than half of patients. The
population was divided into four clinical groups: “apa-
thy only”, “depression only”, “depression and apathy”
associated, and “no apathy/no depression”. The four
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subgroups are similar with regard to the prescrip-
tion of acetylcholinesterase inhibitors and memantine.
However, the prescription of antidepressants was sig-
nificantly higher in the subgroups presenting either
solely with depression criteria or criteria of both “apa-
thy and depression”. Data for the four subgroups is
presented in Table 3.

Post hoc analysis indicated that the “apathy and
depression” subgroup had a significantly lower MMSE
score than the “no apathy no depression” subgroup,
together with a lower IADL score than the “no apathy
no depression” subgroup, the “apathy” subgroup and
the “depression “subgroup. We calculated the effect
size of the MMSE difference between “apathy and
depression” and “no apathy no depression” groups
(0.28) and of the MMSE difference between “apathy
alone” and “depression alone” (0.39). These effect size
values are estimated to be « low » according to Cohen’s
conventional ranges.

In addition, the “apathy and depression” subgroup
had a significantly higher time since diagnosis than the
“no apathy no depression” subgroup.

Among the depressive symptoms (depression diag-
nostic criteria A), depressed mood was only detected
in 24% of the patients with depression either alone or
associated with apathy. Likewise, decreased positive
affect or pleasure in response to social contacts and
activities is present in 62.9% of the “depression alone”
subgroup and 81.3% of the “apathy and depression”
subgroup.

Distribution of comorbidities (excluding dementia
and psychiatric domains) is presented in Table 4. For
the whole population, mean comorbidity and severity
indexes are mild to moderate (1.3 ± 1.4 for the CIRS,
excluding psychiatric and behavioral comorbidities).
The most frequent comorbidities are hypertension
(59.3%), cardiac (34.7%), endocrine (26.3%), and
vascular (20.6%). Post hoc analysis indicated that
CIRS was significantly higher for the “apathy and
depression” subgroup in comparison to the three other
subgroups (p < 0.05). Patients belonging to the “apathy
and depression” and “depression alone” groups have
more frequent neurological comorbidities (p < 0.001)
than the two other subgroups.

DISCUSSION

This study using diagnostic criteria concludes that
apathy, either alone or associated with depression,
affects 41.8% and depression, alone or associated
with apathy, affects 47.8% of a representative sample

of patients with mild AD. Concerning apathy, these
figures are in the range of previous studies using quan-
titative scales as Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI) or
qualitative criteria. In Van Reekum’s review on apa-
thy, apathy ranges from 55% to 80% in studies using
the NPI and from 37% to 86% in studies using spe-
cific apathy scales [31]. In a recent study using the
diagnostic criteria of apathy, Mulin et al. [25] found
a higher prevalence of apathy in AD subjects (55%
versus 41.6% in the present study). The lower per-
centage might be explained by the low severity of AD
in the present sample (MMSE score 23.1 ± 2.2 versus
18.3 ± 4.6).

Concerning depression, Vilalta-Franch et al. [19]
found a prevalence of 27.4% when using Olin’s cri-
teria (versus 47.9% in our study), and 10.6% when
using the DSM-IV criteria in a cohort of AD sub-
jects characterized by a lower mean MMSE score
(17.1 ± 4.1). Nevertheless, previous studies using
quantitative scales showed that the prevalence of
depression in AD increases with the progression of
cognitive decline [11, 32–34], as other studies found
a relative stability or decrease of depression preva-
lence [35, 36]. In a five-year longitudinal cohort study,
prevalence of depression increased during four years
of follow-up, then decreased in year 5 [36]. More gen-
erally, the use of categorical diagnostic criteria, such
as the DSM-IV and the ICD-10, provides lower preva-
lence of depression compared with the use of specific
diagnostic criteria. This consistent finding in litera-
ture may be due to the fact that non-specific criteria
for depression are more restrictive than Olin’s criteria
which require only three depressive symptoms or more
to diagnose depression in AD, instead of the five or
more symptoms required to diagnose major depressive
episode [18].

The high prevalence of the association between apa-
thy and depression raises some concern about the
possible overlap between the two syndromes. The
present study revealed that more than 56% of patients
presenting with apathy or depression have both syn-
dromes. This was shown in previous cohort studies
showing that about half of the patients with apathy
have depression and vice-versa [1, 37].

One possible explanation lies at the symptomatic
level. In the overall population, results indicated that
decreased positive affect in response to social con-
tacts or activities, one of the clinical symptoms of
depression criteria, is more frequent than the depressed
mood (46.2% versus 24.4%). With the same criteria,
the high prevalence of social isolation and withdrawal
(39.7%) may account to some overlap with apathy.
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Table 3
Socio-demographic and clinical variables according to the presence or absence of apathy and depression using diagnostic criteria

Apathy and Apathy Depression No apathy p (before After Bonferroni
depression alone alone no depression correction) correction
(n = 225) (n = 65) (n = 107) (n = 298)

Gender Male 83 (37.1%) 30 (46.2%) 36 (33.6%) 105 (35.5%) 0.37 NS
Female 141 (62.9%) 35 (53.8%) 71 (66.4%) 191 (64.5%)

Age Mean (±SD) 79.9 (±6.5) 80.5 (±7) 78.1 (±7.4) 80.5 (±6.2) 0.01 0.13 (NS)
Social level Low 26 (12%) 10 (15.4%) 5 (4.9%) 25 (8.4%)

Middle 147 (67.7%) 35 (53.8%) 70 (68%) 217 (73.1%) 0.04 0.52 (NS)
Well off 42 (19.4%) 20 (30.8%) 28 (27.2%) 52 (17.5%)

MMSE score Mean (±SD) 22.7 (±1.9)∗ 22.7 (±2)◦ 23.6 (±2.4)◦,£ 23.3 (±2.3)∗,£ <0.0001 <0.001
APA Yes 58 (25.9%)∗ 7 (10.8%)∗ 9 (8.4%)∗ 33 (11.1%)∗ <0.0001 <0.001

No 161 (71.9%) 58 (89.2%) 96 (89.7%) 251 (84.2%)
No information 5 (2.2%) 0 (0%) 2 (1.9%) 14 (4.7%)

Social worker assistance None 202 (90.2%) 56 (88.9%) 94 (88.7%) 276 (92.9%) 0.35 NS
Time since diagnosis

(months)
Mean (±SD) 3.7 (±6.3)∗,◦ 0.9 (±2.7)◦ 2.9 (±5.5) 2.2 (±6.3)∗ <0.0001 <0.001

Pharmacological treatment No: 52 (7.1%) 5 (2.2%) 2 (3.1%) 5 (4.7%) 30 (10.1%)
Yes: 682 (92.9%) 220 (97.8%) 63 (96.9%) 102 (95.3%) 268 (89.9%) <0.002 <0.05

If yes Cholinesterase inhibitors 487
(71.4%)

167 (75.9%) 43 (68.3%) 69 (67.6%) 189 (70.5%) 0.06 NS

Memantine 53 (7.8%) 30 (13.6%) 4 (6.3%) 5 (4.9%) 11 (4.1%) –
Antidepressant 249 (36.5%) 123 (55.9%) 10 (15.9%) 50 (49%) 55 (20.5%) <0.0001 <0.0001

IADL detection score
Depressive symptoms Mean (±SD) 2.4 (±1.1)∗,◦,£ 2.9 (±1)◦ 3 (±1)£ 3 (±1)∗ <0.0001 <0.001
Depressed mood 101 (44.9%) 7 (10.8%) 47 (44.3%) 13 (4.4%)
Decreased positive affect or

pleasure in response to
social contacts and
activities

183 (81.3%) 25 (38.5%) 66 (62.9%) 41 (13.8%) <0.0001 <0.0001

Post hoc Analysis: ∗2 groups with the same symbol show a statistically significant difference (p < 0.05).
Age: ∗No apathy no depression versus depression alone.
MMSE: ∗No apathy no depression versus apathy and depression/◦apathy alone versus depression alone/£apathy and depression versus depression alone.
APA: ∗apathy and depression versus the other groups.
Time since diagnosis: ∗No apathy no depression versus apathy and depression/◦apathy and depression versus apathy alone.
IADL detection score: ∗No apathy no depression versus apathy and depression/◦apathy and depression versus apathy alone/£apathy and depression versus depression alone.
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Table 4
Comorbidities index, severity index, and comorbidities frequency associated with the presence or absence of apathy and depression

Apathy and Apathy Depression No apathy p p (After
Total depression alone alone No depression Bonferroni correction)

(n = 734) (n = 225) (n = 65) (n = 107) (n = 298)

Comorbidity index∗ Mean (±SD) 2.3 (±1.9) 2.7 (±2.2) 2.1 (±1.6) 2.4 (±2.2) 2 (±1.5) <0.01
Severity index Mean (±SD) 1.3 (±1.4) 1.6 (±1.6) 1.3 (±1.4) 1.1 (±1.4) 1.2 (±1.2) <0.01
Comorbidities Cardiologic 236 (34.7%) 84 (41.6%) 20 (32.8%) 23 (23.2%) 89 (31.7%) 0.01 0.14

Hypertension 403 (59.3%) 121 (59.9%) 33 (54.1%) 58 (58.6%) 165 (58.7%) 0.88 NS
Vascular 140 (20.6%) 48 (23.8%) 14 (23%) 17 (17.2%) 50 (17.8%) 0.33 NS
Haematology 22 (3.2%) 3 (1.5%) 2 (3.3%) 6 (6.1%) 10 (3.6%) 0.21 NS
Respiratory 65 (9.6%) 22 (10.9%) 5 (8.2%) 12 (12.1%) 23 (8.2%) 0.6 NS
Head and neck (eye. ear. noose.

pharynx. larynx)
66 (9.7%) 15 (7.4%) 6 (9.8%) 11 (11.1%) 27 (9.6%) 0.73 NS

Upper digestive system (esophagus,
stomach, duodenum, bladder,
pancreas)

60 (8.8%) 26 (12.9%) 4 (6.6%) 12 (12.1%) 17 (6%) 0.04 0.56

Lower digestive system (bowels.
hernia)

66 (9.7%) 33 (16.3%) 4 (6.6%) 10 (10.1%) 16 (5.7%) <0.01 0.10

Liver 18 (2.6%) 12 (5.9%) 0 (0%) 2 (2%) 3 (1.1%) <0.01 NS
Kidney 46 (6.8%) 22 (10.9%) 4 (6.6%) 6 (6.1%) 11 (3.9%) 0.03 0.42
Urogenital 104 (15.3%) 42 (20.8%) 10 (16.4%) 13 (13.1%) 33 (11.7%) 0.05 0.70
Dermatology and osteoarticular

(muscles. bones. skin)
104 (15.3%) 32 (15.8%) 10 (16.4%) 20 (20.2%) 39 (13.9%) 0.52 NS

Neurology (brain. bone marrow.
nerves)

77 (11.3%) 109 (54%) 16 (26.2%) 48 (48.5%) 78 (27.8%) <0.0001 <0.001

Endocrine and mammary 179 (26.3%) 62 (30.7%) 14 (23%) 28 (28.3%) 69 (24.6%) 0.42 NS

The comorbidity and severity index do not include psychiatric and behavioral comorbidities. *CIRS scale. The comorbidity and severity index do not include psychiatric and behavioral
comorbidities.
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Likewise, within the diagnostic criteria of apathy, loss
of or diminished cognitive activity is the most frequent
symptom in the diagnostic criteria (63.6%).

As already observed in Parkinson disease, there is a
probable overlap between symptoms considered both
as apathetic and depressive symptomatology [38]. In
fact, loss of directed-goal cognitive activity is usually
interpreted [24] as a loss of or diminished interest that
is most observed in leisure activities. This domain indi-
cates that the patient is less interested in the activities
and plans of others, in friends and family members, or
in their own usual leisure activities. This meaning is
close to the meaning of the decreased positive affect
symptoms of the depression criteria, which is consid-
ered as decreased interest or pleasure in things in the
DSM IV. The present study confirms that these “over-
lapping” symptoms are present in 62.9% of the patients
presenting the depression criteria alone and in 81.3%
of the patients presenting both apathy and depression
diagnostic criteria. Due to the cross-sectional design of
our study, we could not determine if apathy or depres-
sion were present before the onset of dementia and
may be risk factors or prodromes. It was also not pos-
sible to evaluate the dynamics and interrelation of these
symptoms with time.

It also has been hypothesized that depressive symp-
toms in AD are more often related to vegetative or
action disturbances than to negative mood or affec-
tive distress, and therefore may be similar to apathy
symptoms [3, 39, 40].

This study also indicated that patients with apathy
and depression more frequently required a resource
allowance for dependency (APA) than patients with
only depression or none of these syndromes, even with
a small difference in cognitive level between groups.
We also demonstrated that the patients with both syn-
dromes have a lower IADL score when compared to
other subgroups. This suggests that the association of
apathy and depression may be more closely associated
with lack of autonomy, as was demonstrated in other
studies showing that these patients are more function-
ally impaired, independently of their cognitive deficit
[2, 4, 41]. However, we could not provide any evidence
of an association between apathy alone or depression
alone and loss of autonomy. This suggests that depres-
sion and apathy may have a cumulative negative effect
on functional outcomes.

Concerning physical comorbidities, we also
observed that a majority of patients in all clini-
cal groups had hypertension. Moreover, apathetic
patients with or without depressive symptoms had
a higher prevalence of cardiological comorbidities

than patients in the other groups. Other studies on
diverse elderly populations have found similar results.
Longitudinal studies after strokes reported a high
prevalence of both apathy and depression symptoms
[42–44]. In dementia, apathy as mental slowness was
more frequently associated with vascular white-matter
changes [45]. In a community-dwelling elderly
subject sample, an association was found between
apathy and hypertension and white matter lesions
[46]. This relation had been otherwise considered as
a depression-executive dysfunction syndrome of late
life [47].

The question of the association between vascular
factors and specific depressive symptoms provided
conflicting results. In our study, AD subjects having
isolated depressive symptoms exhibited less frequently
cardiological comorbidities (23.2%). Previous reviews
or large cohort studies in the elderly confirmed this
relationship between depressive symptoms and cardio-
vascular risk factors [48, 49], while others studies did
not find a direct relation. In many cases, depressive
symptoms may precede cardiovascular comorbidities
or share only some of pathophysiological factors [50].
Conversely, depression alone or associated with apathy
is more frequently associated with neurological dis-
orders (47.3%). One hypothesis is that neurological
disturbances may have more depressive consequences
due to the incapacity associated with this group of
disorders.

The fact that this study was largely conducted among
private sector specialists is a positive point since, in
France, these doctors are very often consulted by the
public at an early stage. It is also a drawback, as it is
more difficult to access para-clinical details leading to
the diagnosis or the register of associated treatment.
A further limitation with regard to this study stems
from the fact that it was conducted at a given time and
that there is no data describing developments in these
four subgroups. This data is, however, of interest as
it provides an overview of the associations between
apathy and depression in a significant population.

In conclusion, this study confirms that an accu-
rate qualitative assessment, using diagnostic criteria of
depression and apathy, reveals these syndromes both
have a high prevalence. They overlap considerably
and this may due to the fact that diagnostic criteria
shared the same symptoms. When a patient fulfills
the two diagnostic criteria, there is a greater need for
social support. Neurophysiological studies looking at
the relationship with vascular factors will probably
be improved by taking this symptomatic overlap into
account.
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